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I want to rock her body
I know she is waiting for me
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SKIN CARE
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•Do not carry your doll by holding it under the armpits (Doing so increases the risk of
tearing the skin).
•Always return your doll back to a neutral position lying down, with back on the
surface, arms down by her sides and legs closed after use.
•Do not place your doll with items containing inks, such as newspapers, magazines,
dark-colour material or leather materials containing oil-soluble pigments.
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•Avoid the poor quality clothes where the colors come off easily. For brand new
clothing, always wash and dry completely.
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•Check the label of the clothing to assess whether the color can come off.
•Test the piece of clothing before using it.
•Do not massage or compress your doll with excessive strength.
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•Do not expose your doll to direct sunlight to prevent aging.
•Use water-based lubricant only during intercourse to prevent tearing of the skin.
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•Clean your doll regularly: once or twice a month and every time you use it. We
recommend using water and neutral soap to clean your doll. Please do not use
chemicals, alcohol or any other general stain removers.
•Avoid the use of hot water (under 40°c) when cleaning your doll.
•Very gently wipe you doll’s face with a wet cloth; do not rub the face with wet cloth as
it might remove the original make-up.
•Gently pat dry after cleansing, and lightly dust your doll with "pure cornstarch" based
powder. Do not use a hair dryer or other heat source to blow dry your doll.

SKELETAL CARE
Your doll has a metal skeleton with several fixed and movable joints that allow your doll to be
flexible and perform a wide range of poses. The following diagrams show the flexibility of
each movable part and proper movements of your doll. Please follow the instructions for safe
use and prevent misuse.
Head, neck:
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Arms:
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The neck can move back, forth, left and right for maximum of 30 degrees. The head
can rotate left and right for maximum of 30 degrees.

The elbows and wrists:
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The shoulders of your doll can move up and down for no more than 80 degrees. It can
also move back and forth for no more than 75 degrees.
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The doll's elbows can move up and down for no more than 60 degrees. It can rotate in
one direction for no more than 60 degrees. The movement restrictions are set on the
skeleton; the forearms can't bend or rotate in the other directions (just like a real
woman).The doll's wrists can bend up and down for no more than 65 degrees
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Legs
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The hips can move up and down for maximum of 100 degrees. It can move left and
right for no more than 65 degrees. However, we don't recommend opening the doll's
hips too wide as the action can produce extreme pulling force on the doll's skin which
can cause damage.

Knees and ankles:
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The knee can move back and forth for maximum of 100 degrees. They have
mechanical displacement restrictors and cannot bend forward.

The body and waist:

The waist can bend back and forth for maximum of 30 degrees. It can twist left and
right for maximum 30 degrees. When the waist is bent and twisted at the same time,
the angle limits in all directions will be reduced to the maximum of 15 degrees.
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The doll's ankles can rotate up and down for no more than 45 degrees.

•Your doll can be quite heavy depending on her size. Please take care when carrying
your doll around.
•Do not drop or knock your doll against hard surfaces.
•When you engage in doggy-style sex with your sex doll, it's best to support your dolls
torso with pillows.
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•Do not keep your doll in a standing position.
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VAGINAL, ANAL + ORAL CLEANING

•The vaginal, anal and oral areas of the doll should be cleaned after every use to
avoid growth of bacteria.
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•Flush the canal with mild anti-bacterial soap water in a vagina cleaning tool until
thoroughly clean, rinse the canal with clean water in a vagina cleaning tool until all
soap is removed. Please do not use chemicals, alcohol or any other general stain
removers.
•Dry canal thoroughly, and then dust with “pure cornstarch" based powder.
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•For detachable vagina, follow the above instructions, and also powder the outside of
the detachable vagina and the inside of vaginal cavity before insert it back to the
cavity.

WIG CARE
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•Remove the wig from your doll’s head and clean the wig with a mild shampoo and
conditioner. Let the wig dry naturally, and then gently comb the wig starting from the
bottom and moving upward.
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USE RESPONSIBLY

•If you are prone to allergies, please test before use. Consult a doctor if you have any
doubts or you have developed allergic reactions.
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•Do not share your doll with anyone else.
•Use a condom for safety and hygiene.
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•Use water-based lubricant only during intercourse.
•Follow the cleaning instruction to clean your doll after each use.

